Photo: ‘Sites of Transfer Stage One’ installation by artist
Wayne Smith at BUREAU, Shops 3/4 City Plaza, Cnr George and
Adelaide Street, 31 Jan-4 Feb 1989. An immersive art
installation about a city in flux where important and
precarious artist-run places, messy queer/ed spaces and the
broader heritagescape was being cleansed and turned into
rubble in the lead up to World Expo 1988. Photo: courtesy
Richard Stringer archive 2016.

Image: Secretary’s report by artist activist Jane Richens
1988. Excerpt from the Queensland Artworkers Alliance 1988
annual report including photograph of four QAA management
committee mainstays John Stafford, Jay Younger, Jane Richens,
and Virginia Barratt. Photo: Jay Younger.

Image: Artists’ ephemera, SIN (Nude with Red Hair) art
installation by artist Jane Richens [ Hand Coloured
Xerography, Xerox Art], [Bureau] 17 -26 February 1989.

Photo: [Bureau] Artspace, John Stafford and Wayne Smith
installations, exterior view including gallery information
and community noticeboard at the art space entry. 1989 Photo:
courtesy Richard Stringer archive 2016.

Artists’ ephemera much like zines, art zines, artists’ books and community archives are
often generated through a participatory and democratising ethos. Many artists, including
artists represented in this ‘ art zine as community archive’ considered artists’ ephemera
as art works in their own right. B&W, colour and hand coloured xerography in particular
was well suited to artistic invention and political subversion. It was an essential element
at the intersection of art, activism and artist-run activity in Brisbane Meeanjin (
(Meeanjin in the Yugara/Turrbal languages) during the 1980s and 1990s.

Extra zine # 4 | a queer little story…| [Bureau] Artspace 1988-1989 Brisbane Meeanjin. A
soft launch experience March 17-20 @ NGV MABF 2022 | ARI REMIX Presents: EXTRA Zine
Project | An ARI zine anthology 2022-2026

a queer little story… | BUREAU Artspace
[October 1988 - March 1989] Brisbane
Meeanjin
It was an artists’ dream come true, a rent-free
art space in the centre of Brisbane city prime
for a fast and fabulous ‘three-months only’
artist- run community project.
In Spring 1988 at the kind invitation of
admin co-ordinator Lindy Johnson at the
Queensland Artworkers Alliance [ QAA 19862011] in collaboration with the Stockland
(Macquarie) corporation we reactivated two
spacious empty shops in the once thriving
1970s City Plaza complex into a vibrant
short-term artist run space.
[Bureau]Artspace was founded in a conjoined and derelict menswear
and cheesecake shop located at shops number 3/ 4 City Plaza on the
corner of Adelaide and George Street right next to the City Hall. The
[Bureau] experience was totally unlike the spectacle of WORLD EXP0
88 we had witnessed along South Bank that year with its theme
"Leisure in the Age of Technology", [Bureau] was grassroots artist-run
activism, another iteration of the lo-fi DIY cut and paste agility and
responsiveness of a core collective of artists who had established and
operated ephemeral community-based artist run spaces in and across
the city in the preceding seven years. Cut and paste wasn’t simply an
aesthetic, it was a verb.
As artist activists we were familiar with the well-spring of
abandoned building reactivation opportunities at time. The potential
to transform ghostly buildings into lively arts and events venues
was both enticing and necessary. There were so many important
heritage listed buildings abandoned and destined for widespread
midnight wrecking ball demolition throughout the oppressive BjelkePetersen government years leading up to EXPO 88.
When [Bureau]began, it was a familiar setting; find a physical space,
get on the phone, write letters, put up notices on community

noticeboards, agitate, organise a public meeting in safe private
setting, collectivise, collaborate with local, nation-wide and
international artists, pay the electricity bill, keep the lights on.
Generate a vibrant exhibitions, artist-in-residence opportunities,
dialogue, discussion and public art program, document and archive,
make these arts-based community-based and community archives
publicly accessible. Be DIY change agents together. Make delicious
chickpea dips and healthy little cut sandwiches to share, crack open
the Bodega sparkling or a chateau cardboard of white or red.
The ritual of fun, informal, chance-imbued opening night and opening
afternoon events where anything social, experimental, performative
and activist-oriented could happen were essential. We have added and
collaged a few items of ‘pre-internet’ artists ephemera and B & W
photographs here in today’s digital space by way of example.
Community archiving like this in a queer/ed zine cultural form both
on and offline helps a community own its own memories and testimonies
and we want to share some these aspects of [Bureau] with you today
dear reader.
What was perhaps most astonishing about this particular artist-run
model was the celebratory and focussed coming together of a wide
group of artists with long-term experience in running and being
actively involved in local, nation-wide and international artist run
culture. Increased co-ordination and artistic collaboration which
unfolded at [Bureau] drew on a wealth of artist-run iterations,
conceptual standpoints, cultural experiences and artists’ expertise.
These were artists in Brisbane Meeanjin working inside a complex
ecology, artists who largely existed in the margins in 1988 and 1989.
Artists who self-identified as artist-run activists, women artists
working against bias and prejudice, Queer and LGBTQIA+ artists,
Asian or Chinese Australian artists, people who self-identified as
culturally and linguistically diverse, people working with arts and
disability like mental illness and people working in and across
diverse regional and urban centres.
Experimental and conceptual art strategies employed by artists
included black & white, colour and hand-coloured xerography
exhibitions [Xerox Art/Photocopy Art], photo media and related wallbased installations, video art programs, performance art events,
conceptual painting, a lecture program and the collaborative group

exhibition model that had become a mainstay in artist-run spaces
during the 1980s.
It was terrific to have then Director of Queensland Art Gallery Doug
Hall officially open [Bureau]just before Christmas in 1988 and to
generously reflect on localised multi-modal artist-run activity and
its potential towards futurity and contingency. These were just some
of the key elements we made happen together at [Bureau] despite
ongoing precarity and a significant decrease in available and
accessible inner-city buildings. However, we strongly believed that
self-determination based on a common goal of transformation through
collaboration could make the impossible possible.
The core artist collective included Jane Richens, Angelina Martinez,
Jeanelle Hurst, Diena Georgetti, Hiram To, Wayne Smith, John Stafford,
Gary Warner, Joseph O’Connor, Benjamin Paulsen, Crux (established by
Donald Holt & Scott Clifford), David Stafford, Krowd Kontrol
Kontractors, Paul Andrew. Artists who participated included in the
exhibitions and exhibition photo documentation program were Linda
Wallace, Michelle Andringa, Jim Knox, Eugene Carchesio, George Pavlu,
John Dean, Ross Harley, Michael Hutak, Peter Callas, Richard Grayson,
Richard Stringer, Brian Doherty among many others. Sadly, no
comprehensive list of acknowledgement or comprehensive community
archive exists now almost 35 years later.
While we aimed to make an explicit and enduring community archive of
[Bureau] informed in part by the wonderful six month A Room artistrun space community archive produced by artists Barbara Campbell,
Ted Riggs and a local artist group in 1984 this didn’t eventuate. That
said, [Bureau] and some it’s many ephemeral materials and art works
are cared for today in artists’ personal archives. This [Bureau]
experience is an artist-run temporality firmly embedded into and
embodied by collective memory, into living memory. This art zine
iteration is a humble celebration of that.
On reflection what was also important for us as artists at this
particular cultural moment was not having to pay any rent. Enabling
us to work together more freely, to explore artistic risk taking and
focus on making arts and culture events that would shake up the
centre of the city, make us feel like we truly belonged in the heart of
the city, that we were affectively valued and we belonged in the city
in varied and meaningful ways.

Artists, activists, researchers, diverse communities and emerging
publics can benefit in immeasurable ways from the rent-free art space
model described here. It affords a significant bridging between the
intersecting independent artist-run, arts advocacy and
commercial/corporate sectors. It allows public art, sociality and new
knowledge production to emerge, grow and be sustained inside artistic
precariat’s like the one mentioned here and often in novel and unruly
ways.
This zine as community archive we employ at the EXTRA Zine Project is
also a small tribute the foundational work of the QAA which began as
a small messy share studio office at That artist-run space in 1986. I
was thrilled and delighted to divide my personal artist studio space
in half and make space for the emerging QAA back in 1986, and it
halved my monthly studio rental costs too, a boon all round. Through
immense collaboration, artist generosity and a national membership
base the QAA [1986-2011] grew into powerful local arts advocacy
organisation and for over two decades provided unprecedented
opportunities, practical solutions, art publications like Eyeline
Magazine, artist fees, artist agreements and deeply affecting
experiences “to protect and promote the professional interests of
visual arts practitioners working in Queensland”.
Written by Paul Andrew [Interdisciplinary artist, DIY coordinator
ARI Remix and EXTRA Zine Projects] March 2022 during the troubling
2022 South East Queensland and Northern NSW flood events.

https://remix.org.au
https://www.instagram.com/extra_zine

Photo: Exterior View, Brisbane City Plaza c. 1982, courtesy artist photographer
Peter Fischmann.

By way of a little bit of backstory, here is artist activist Jay Younger on the spotty phone at
the QAA office, That Space, 1986. Photo: The Shared Camera 1985-1989.

Artist activist Brian Doherty filing correspondence at the QAA office, 1986. Photo: The Shared
Camera 1985-1989

Queer artists David Gofton (Photographer), Donald Holt and Scott Clifford ( CRUX) at the
Sex/Object exhibition at That Space in 1986 . Photo: The Shared Camera 1985-1989

Queer artist and proud Bundjalung man from Lismore Luke Close with artist (unknown) alongside
the community noticeboard at That Space during the Sex/Object group exhibition, 1987. Luke and
LGBTQIA+ health advisors at the Queensland AIDs council then located in West End provided safe
sex posters, expert health information and free condoms to freely distribute. Photo: The Shared
Camera 1985-1989.

Artist Maria Fillipow standing in front of the HIV AIDS safe sex and use condoms “Rubba Me”
posters and information from the Queensland AIDS Council posted on the ever sprawling That
Space community noticeboard. Community noticeboards around the city at the time were an
important type of pre-digital ‘social media’. Community noticeboards also existed in many share
“Queenslander” houses too.

In 1988 Eyeline art magazine created by QAA in a series of public meetings in Brisbane in 1986 was
a boon for Queensland-based artists’ self-publishing and professional art publishing more
broadly. Momentum building in this pic with an amazing team including left to right artist
activist Brian Doherty, academic Graham Coulter-Smith and executive editor Sarah Follent. A
regular feature of Eyeline were its ‘artist pages’ where diverse forms of artists’ ephemera made
by local artists were published in the art magazine as art works in their own right. Image:
courtesy QAA 1988 Annual Report publication Photo: ‘Eyeline Staff ‘Errol Ryan, C.A.L.T
Photographics, Griffith University

[BUREAU] Artspace | December 1988- April 1989
BUREAU | OPENING GROUP EXHIBITION | 16 -24 DECEMBER 1988 | OPENING GALA
FRIDAY 16 DECEMBER

1. Opening night BUREAU, (l-r) Artists Virginia Barratt, Sally
Hart, Michael Moses, Hiram To, Diena Georgetti, Doug Hall,
Paul Andrew, Pat Ridgewell, David Stafford and friends.
BUREAU opening night exhibition and official launch by then
Queensland Art Gallery Director Doug Hall. Exhibiting
artists included Jane Richens, Angelina Martinez, Jeanelle
Hurst, Hiram To, Gary Warner, John Stafford, Wayne Smith,
Diena Georgetti, Ravi Sidhu, Paul Andrew among others.

2. A side view of QAG and GOMA Director (1987-2007) Doug Hall launching the BUREAU opening
exhibition making a point about how and why sustaining artist-run culture matters in Queensland’s
diverse and expanding art ecologies.

3.Exterior wide view of BUREAU group exhibition. Interior artists and art workers including (l-r)
Lindy Johnson, Russell Lake, Peter Anderson with friends.

4.Artists including (l-r) unknown artist, Mark Ross, Queensland Artworkers
Alliance representative Lindy Johnson among artist colleagues.

5.BUREAU Exterior view, opening night people in the city plaza fountain area.

6. BUREAU exterior view looking inside at a wide shot of the group exhibition. People are listening
to the opening night speech. An analogue video artwork by artist Jeanelle Hurst is playing on a
198os analogue video monitor. The video art work is placed at the top of a wheelie bin in a subtropical setting alongside a palm tree in a pot.

7. ‘The Future is Stupid’ a series of ‘stickers as art works’ re-situated from The Face Magazine
sticker issue 1988 on the window. Attributed to artist Hiram To.

JOHN STAFFORD | CIRCUMSTANCE & WAYNE SMITH | SITES OF TRANSFER | 31 JANUARY
– 4 FEBRUARY 1989

8. Opening night with artists (l-r) Zeliko Maric, John Stafford, Wayne Smith and
Annette Coulter-Smith and below 9. artists (l-r) John Dean, Adam Wolter among
others.

10. (l-r) Annette Coulter-Smith, Brian Doherty, John Dean, Paul Andrew and Adam
Wolter.

11. Artists (l-r) Jane Richens, musician/architect Fiona Winzar, behind Fiona
artists Thomas Burless, Jim Knox, Sheridan Kennedy among friends.

12. Artist Thomas Burless and academic/artist-run mainstay Nick Zurbrugg and
below 13. journalist Tony Moore reading a room sheet.

14. (l-r) Tony Moore with Susan alongside musician Ian Wadley and below 15. artist
Diena Georgetti.

16. Artist Paul Andrew and below 17. Artists and curators (l-r) Russell Lake, Diena
Georgetti, Michele Helmrich, Jane Richens, Gary Warner and Hiram TO.

HIRAM TO | OBJECTS OF PERMANENCE | 10-20 JANUARY 1989

18. Artists Hiram To and Diena Georgetti alongside the queer ‘disco’ installation
OBJECTS OF PERMANENCE. Including conceptual painting, floor work and photocopy
art.

.
19. Close-up of floor piece, the ‘white spot’ of colonisation was a decolonised and
queered element of the installation whereby the artist’s footprints and others were
invited to ‘tread, trouble and spoil’ the ’white spot” of colonisation and
heteronormativity through disco dancing in the artist-run space.

20. Artist and mother Jeanelle Hurst with daughter Mira alongside a series of
monochromatic coloured photocopy works on paper by the artist.

21 a and b. Nicholas Zurbrugg and Michele Helmrich together at the opening
afternoon event, Eyeline editor Sarah Follent..

DIENA GEORGETTI & RAVI SIDHU | ALMOST PURELY FUNDAMENTAL | 21-28 JANUARY

22. Opening event and installation view of ephemeral blackboard works situated on
an upright piano. Artist Richard O’Brien plays at the opening night event.

23. The installation featured an axolotl in an aquarium as a living sentinel

24. (l-r) opening event with artist and musician colleagues, artist Diena Georgetti in centre of the image.

25. Interior out to exterior view towards City Plaza fountain including artists Belinda Gunn and
David Stafford among friends.

26. Exterior view looking to interior and wide view of the installation.

27. Artist Virginia Barratt waving hello and artist Sally Hart sitting to the right
edge of frame.

28. Artist Richard O’Brien having a pause from piano ambience making.

29. Artist Diena Georgetti chatting with Lindy Stokes on far right of frame.

ANGELINA MARTINEZ | WORKS ON PAPER 1988 | 5-11 FEBRUARY 1988

30.Opening afternoon exhibition of monochromatic collaged works on paper and conceptual paintings
on paper by artist Angelina Martinez.

31. (l-r) Artists David Stafford and Rebekah Fogarty pictured. In 1989 the artists
established Galerie Brutal on the first floor, 21 Gipps Street, Fortitude Valley.

32. (l-r) Artists David Stafford, Angelina Martinez striking a pose with a friend in
the gallery.

33. BUREAU fans at the artists’ works on paper exhibition opening.

34. Collage work on paper by the artist featuring a paper dolly (or doily) used in
Brisbane’s many fabulous continental cake shops and cafes.

GARY WARNER & PAUL ANDREW | HIP DEEP | VIDEO ART| ARTIST CURATED GROUP
EXHIBITION OF WORKS FROM BRISBANE, SYDNEY, ADELAIDE | 12-16 FEBRUARY 1989

35. Artist Jeanelle Hurst viewing a video art work by Linda Wallace.

36. Exterior view of exhibition window installation of looping video works.

37. Hip Deep artist curators Gary Warner and Paul Andrew.

JANE RICHENS | SIN (NUDE WITH RED HAIR) | 17- 26 FEBRUARY 1989

38. Nicholas Zurbrugg on opening night with a sandwich bag and perhaps a roast
beef sandwich that Nick so truly delighted in…

39. Artist Jane Richens.

40. (l-r) Belinda Gunn, Thomas Burless, Sally Hart and John Waller.

41. (l-r) David Holden, Jo Porter, Belinda Gunn, Sally Hart

42. (l-r) Jeanelle Hurst, Judy Keene, Michele Helmrich and Lindy Johnson

JEANELLE HURST | 60 SECOND LANDSCAPE | CRUX FEAT. DONALD HOLT & SCOTT
CLIFFORD | TRAVEL POSTERS \ DECORATIVE CAKES | 3-16 MARCH 1989

43. While no 35mm B&W photographs of the wonderful CRUX DECORATIVE CAKES and
“Artists’ Bake Off” remain in the BUREAU collection, this terrific photo does. The
famous Eiffel Tower cakes and pastries shop in Fortitude Valley. In 1989 aside from
the Shingle Inn Cafe in Edward Street this was the last in a series of decorative
cake meeting places in inner city Brisbane. Since the 1940s and 1950s Brisbane had
a long list of such delightful places. From the Pink Elephant Cafe in the 1940s, at
the Custom’s House end of Adelaide Street a well-known haunt of the Barjai and Miya

Studios artist cooperatives, to the Gumnut Bake Shop, The Queensland Room Cafe in
MacDonnell & East, Renoirs since the 195os and many more, always a mainstay for
queer artists and friends.
Artist Jeanelle Hurst has kindly shared a digital version of ‘60 second landscape’
work accessible here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QP4vSR-YRA

44. So many awesome and cheeky artists at BUREAU and here’s one with the wonderful
Mark Ross dancer and choreographer far right and???...please add comments in the
comments threads in links below…
Shared above is a selection of B&W 35mm photos from ‘The Shared Camera’
collection with a focus on BUREAU 1988-1989 [courtesy That Space Archive]
Please keep an eye out for the downloadable version of this new long-form A4
iteration of EXTRA Zine launched at MABF 2022 at these key links:
1. https://remix.org.au/hello-extra-zine-issue4-out-now-ngv-mabf-2022
2. https://remix.org.au/hello-extra-zine-issue4-out-now-ngv-mabf-2022-softlaunch-ari-remix-presents-the-extra-zine-project-an-ari-zine-anthology2022-2026
3. https://www.instagram.com/extra_zine

EXTRA Zine EXTRA spesh thanks… to all the many artists, artworkers and
generous people involved with BUREAU and a decade of biodiverse artist-run
space/ARI activity in Brisbane Meeanjin in the 1970 to Now temporality.
We are thrilled and delighted to launch this EXTRA Zine ISSUE # 4 iteration at
the NGV MABF 2022. This issue has been stitched together in the new A4 long form
version to complement the zine and zine making practice with the short form A 5
iterations we launched at the NGV MABF in March 2021.
This year’s launch also introduces: ARI REMIX Presents: The EXTRA ZINE PROJECT:
An ARI Zine Anthology 2022-2026. Stayed tuned for more info and creative
developments real soon. Thanks for reading and sharing. Meanwhile a related,
timely and important call out….

Kindly help dear artist-run artist colleagues and friends at The Outpost who were severely
impacted by the extreme flooding events in South East Queensland and the Northern Rivers region
while we were making this ‘quick stitch in a natural disaster’ zine -

https://www.gofundme.com/f/outpost-studio-floodrecovery-and-rebuild

